We can thus estimate u by simulating the modified process N times and recording:
, the sample average of the Y's estimates ct. The key trick is to be able to select dF*(co) so that For instance suppose p is small and 6 = 1-3 is close to unity so that 5 is small. Then R(@ <<1 and 
(as r = r*). If we write p' = p/(p+q), q' = q/(p+q), P *' = p*/(p*+q*)~q*'= q*/(p*+q*) then
To satisfy (2.5) we must have P'~P*'~(1-P').
A possible choice is p*' = q*'=~(i.e. p*= q* = (p+q)/2), but the most interesting choice is p*' = q" q*' = P (i.e. P* = q, q* = P) (1
A-1
Var(Y) Z~ct-cx2. w Table 3 gives results analogous to those in Table 2 
